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Chain of responsibility risk assessment template
New liability chain (CoR) laws under the National Heavy Vehicle L aw (NHVL) came into force on October 1, 2018. CoR changes mean that all parties in the heavy vehicle supply chain with control or influence over a transport-related activity can be held responsible for NHVL violations and held legally responsible for crimes committed.
The parties affected by the CoR changes are: Executive officers Employers Prime contractors Heavy vehicle operators Consensus operators and receivers Timers Loading managers Goods Loaders and unloaders Packers We CoR can assist your business in understanding the impact of the changes, actively identifying, evaluating and
cor providing training to control risks. We can also help you build robust management systems to manage CoR risks. Contact us to find out how we can help. Compliance with all kinds of heavy vehicle operations security protocol requires serious access to effective and efficient risk assessment tools, programs and declared processes.
Success is based on planned, organized and implemented risk assessment procedures, processes: identifying, defining and detailing minimum expectations for the guaranteed Chain of Responsibility, as systematically applied to the precise points of transportation operations, detailed key responsibilities for all parties within the relevant
supply chain, and documented guidance to all relevant personnel on risk management and risk overcurring during heavy vehicle operations. This content addresss the basic principles of how your company can undertake the Risk Assessment components of the NVNL Chain of Responsibility. Instead of provideing a comprehensive risk
assessment process, this article provides sensible guidelines for a reasonable practical way to effective risk assessment. Think about it from a point of view: could this happen? If so, what's the extent of the damage? Would someone who knew better ignore the possibilities? Can the risk factor be reduced, eliminated or controlled? What is
the modification cost proportional to the damage to the risk factor? Risk Assessment, Know Key CoR Heavy Vehicle Operations Risk Factors Heavy Vehicle operations Although CoR factors contain multiple functional specific risk factors, many of the primary processes have already been identified and defined. Let the first phase of risk
assessment lie here: Dimensions including all aspects of vehicle maintenance Fatigue Load restriction Know the key risks that come under your company's position of responsibility, including Mass Speeding and Vehicle standards. Risk Assessment, Determine Responsible Parties The term Responsible Parties refers to all participants
within a particular supply chain. Therefore, your company's CoR obligations are functions, locations or responsibilities. Valide. obligations are derived based on activities, as detailed in section 5 of HVNL. Check out the NHVR Gov Australia Chain of Responsibility checklist for assistance in determining your obligations within this
framework. However, for those currently seeking a basic understanding rather than detailed documentation, we usually provide the following core list of relevant Chain of Responsibility roles: Prime Contractor Employer Operator Buyer Loader/Unloader Installation manager Packer Scheduler And This. Note: Within cor, it is necessary to
make certain of all parties and to confirm that their associated activities do not exceed reasonable security behavior. Risk Factors for Managing Lost Time Injuries and Reducing Frequency Rate of atal›k Construction Operations management writing: Identifying and Tracking activities and Interstition of those involved in completed studies
and transporting goods Successful risk assessment includes routine analysis, approval, execution and accumulated feedback of new and existing documents. Start: Review of applicable operating procedures to confirm commitment to acceptable HVNL and Chain of Responsibility practices. Change as needed to ensure heavy vehicle
compatibility in accordance with CoR requirements Review the current transport guidance. Change as necessary to comply with currently approved road safety policies and highways Set in-chain regulations and compare them with relevant risk assessment factors. Change risk controls accordingly Confirm that your company is keeping
up-to-date documents and vehicle maintenance records. Change processes to fault points to confirm operational compatibility with HVNL. Make changes as needed. Use them to create reliable and acceptable Safe Working Method Notifications (SWMS) and verify that the specified risk assessment procedures are reliable and acceptable.
Learn more about Assignment Risk and Security Management Software. KATKI KAYDI All you need to print this article .com sign up or sign in to Mondaq. The only possible defense of a violation of the Heavy Vehicle National Code (HVNL) is to show that you have taken 'all reasonable steps' to prevent the relevant breach. The first step is
to develop and implement appropriate measures to identify and prevent or mitigate potential violations, namely risks. This article will provide guidance on how to approach and document this risk assessment. Some of the factors a court can consider when assessing if you have taken 'all reasonable steps' include: Preventing, managing,
minimizing or eliminating a CoR violation and public safety risk; control or control exercise on other parties of CoR related to load and transport; information, education and CoR compliance and implementation of any CoR policy to employees; Protecting business systems and equipment to ensure CoR compliance; and address and
correct any case of noncompliance. Each of the above steps is aimed at preventing the risk of a violation or violation that occurs during business operations. But before you do, you first need to evaluate the areas of your operations that pose a risk of a breach occurring. In other place, you should do a CoR risk assessment. For CoR
parties subject to fatigue and speed-related duties (including employers, main contractors, operators, timers, buyers, loading managers, installers and unloaders), the defense of 'all reasonable steps' for these offences means that it cannot be determined that a party has taken all reasonable steps unless it performs such a risk assessment
at least per year. Four-step Chain of Responsibility risk assessment process: Step 1: Hazard identification – Identify your activities or business that lead to potential CoR violations. Step 2: Risk assessment – Assess the possibility of a breach occurring and the possible severity of its impact on road infrastructure and public safety. Step 3:
Check the app – Develop and implement control measures to eliminate or reduce the likelihood or consequences of a violation. Step 4: Review/response – Periodically review the process (at least once a year for fatigue and speed) and/or implement additional control measures in response to any actual violations. When it comes to the
second step, when conducting a risk assessment, an effective assessment should consider both the likelihood and severity of any violation that occurs. HVNL categorizes the severity of crimes as follows: Small risk: The risk of a party gaining a small unfair commercial advantage over those operating legally; and no risk to security or
infrastructure. Significant risk: the risk of damaging infrastructure, increased traffic congestion and unfair competition; and/or, although not a significant risk, some risk to security. Serious risk: a significant risk to security; and/or a more serious risk to infrastructure, traffic congestion or a higher level of unfair competition Critical risk: violation
of work/rest periods regulating fatigue adversely affects the driver's ability to drive safely. How to promote your control measures Your CoR risk assessment process can benefit from the workplace health and safety risk assessment processes that all businesses should have. If a potential violation is likely to occur and the consequences of
a breach are to be 'critical', the risk assessment for such a possible breach will be high, which means that appropriate high-risk control measures Means. Conversely, a potential violation violation with low probability and minor severity resulting in a low degree of risk, which means that low-risk control measures will be more appropriate.
Different categories of control measures are usually: Elimination – complete removal of a dangerous activity or process; Subseding – Replacing a dangerous activity or process with a less dangerous activity; Physical modification – Physically changing the environment or equipment to reduce risk; and Behavior salification – To provide
additional training, instructions and supervision to employees, site visitors and those who handle the relevant road load. In many cases, it may be appropriate to implement a combination of control measures in your different risk areas. Remember, document the risk assessment process and all steps taken under it (including business
practice changes and training), and keep these records for at least three years (at least six years recommended). This publication is not related to every important issue or amendment to the law and is not intended to be trusted as a substitute for legal or other advice that may be relevant to the reader's specific circumstances. If you have
found this publication of interest and would like to know more or would like legal advice on the terms, contact one of the named persons listed. AUTHOR(S) POPULAR ARTICLES On: Australia Australia Transport
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